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Let r be the free product of n groups each having order k. The characteristic 
function x, of the set of elements of length one in r generates ubalgebras, called 
radial algebras, of the regular C*- and von Neumann algebras of K If n < k, a non- 
zero, nonradial element of C:(f) which commutes with 1, is demonstrated, while 
for n 3 k, any element of L*(f) which commutes with xi is radial. Hence the radial 
C*- and von Neumann algebras are maximal abelian if and only if n 2 k. 0 1988 
Academx Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
.Let r be a discrete finitely generated group on which a well-defined 
length function exists. A complex-valued function f on r is called radial if 
its value on any element of r depends only on the length of that element. If 
the convolution product f * f of any two radial functions is also radial 
(when defined) and equal to g * f, radial functions form a commutative 
algebra and the techniques of harmonic analysis may be used to study the 
group and its representation theory. In fact the free group on n generators 
has been extensively studied recently [2,4, 6, 71 since its von Neumann 
algebra possesses a maximal abelian radial subalgebra. 
This paper shows that if r is the free product of n groups each having 
order k, the radial von Neumann and C*-algebras are maximal abelian if 
and only if n B k. 
2. NOTATION 
Let r=G,*G,*... * G, be the free product of n groups each having 
finite order k > 2. The Gls are not necessarily assumed to be abelian or 
isomorphic. The regular C*- and von Neumann algebras of r will be 
denoted C,*(T) and V(T), respectively. 
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Let Hi= Gi - idr for i = 1,2, . . . . n. Each g in f, g # id,-, may be written 
uniquely as g = g, g, . . . g,, where for j = 1,2, . . . . m, gj is an element of one 
of the Hi’s and no two adjacent gis are in the same Hi. Define the length of 
g to be m and the length of id, to be 0; a well-defined length function on Z 
is thereby obtained Cl]. Now let E, be the set of all words of length m in 
Z and define the radial function xrn on Z by x,(g) = 1 if g E E,,,, 0 
otherwise. We will frequently identify xrn with the element of the complex 
group ring @(Z) of Z given by x,, = CseE, g and will use the notation 
interchangeably. Let wJ?,, = n(n - 1 )“- ‘(k - 1)” for m = 1,2, . . . and wg = 1, 
so that wk is the cardinality of the set E,. Let /I = ,/m. 
It has been shown in [3] that x2 = xf - (k - 2) x1 - n(k - 1) id, and that 
xrn + i = I,,, . x1 - (k - 2) x,,, - /?‘x,,- , for m 2 2, where multiplication is 
convolution of functions (which is equivalent to ordinary group ring 
multiplication). Hence the xm’s are polynomials in x1 and the radial 
algebras are abelian and are generated by x,. The radial subalgebras of 
CT(Z’), V(Z), and Lp(ZJ will be denoted as C,*,,(Z), V+(Z), and Z&(Z), 
respectively. The corresponding Plancherel measure is given by 
~~=(n-1)J(4n-l)(k-1)-(x-k+2)2dx+ 
ZZ(x + n)(n(k - 1) - x) 
where a + = ((a + I4 l/2) and 6, is the Dirac delta at x = r, and the spec- 
trumofX,isZ=[k-2-2P,k-2+2P]ifn~korisZu{-n}ifn<k,as 
was given in [3] (and in [S] for the Gls cyclic). 
3. A COUNTEREXAMPLE FOR n<k 
Since the spectrum of x1 includes the isolated value x = -n if n <k, a 
radial element 4 in C,*,,(Z) for which 4 . (x, + n . id,) = 0 might be 
supposed to exist. This is indeed the case. We first determine the operator 
norms of the x,,,‘s for all n’s and k’s: 
THEOREM I. 
IIx~II~~=~” m s+$$)+&) 
( ( 
for mal. 
Proof. Let 2, denote the Gelfand transform of xrn and let 
q = (x + 2 - k)/2/3. It has been shown in [7] that 
k?l(x)=Brn ( m ($q) LW(~) Urn-l(Y)), (1) u (4) + 
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where the 17;s are Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind. Using 
Eq. (1) for x in I, q is in C-1, l] and 
= max m 
BE co,n1 I( ( 
sin(m+1)8+ - 
( ) 
-t-&-isin(m- l)R)/sin iL2 
sin(mf9) 
Since this last quantity may be rewritten as maxe.to,n, I/F. 
C;= p,~q.e’4el, where c,=((k-2)/b) or ((n-2)/(n- 1)) for each q, the 
maximum occurs at f3 = 0 and thus is 
= i,,,(k - 2 + 28). 
If n < k, f,( -n) for m > 0 is easily calculable (the generating function 
f, P(x) zm = (l-z)(l+(k-1)z) 1 1 +(k-2-x)z+fi’x” 14 < -7 B 
is one quick method) and is (-n)(l -n)“-‘, so Ii,,,( -n)l < 
/P(n/(n - 1)) < i,(k - 2 + 2/I). Thus )Ix~)I~~, which is the maximum value 
of Ii,1 on the spectrum of xrn, is i,,,(k-2+2Pj. 1 
Now let right (or left) multiplication by x1 + n . idr be denoted simply as 
multiplication by x, + n, and let Yi = C, E H, g. 
LEMMA 1. Let r= G, * G, * . . . * G, be the free product of n groups each 
having order k>n and let d=CzZo (- l/(k- 1))“~~. Then 4 has the 
following properties: 
(4 4 E C+U7. 
(b) 4-(x1fn)=0. 
(c) 4’ = (k/(k - n))d and 4. ct = c, .$ for any radial function a, where 
C,E@. 
(d) b.a=a.d=O for any a of the form a=Cl=laiYi when 
C;= 1 ai = 0. 
(e) 4.Yi=Yi.qS=-qSfori=1,2 ,..., n. 
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Proof: (a) Using IIx,,JloP from Theorem I, 
which converges for n < k; thus (b E CFad(r). 
(b) 
4*(x, +n)=x1 +n+ (%*+(k-2+n)X,+n(k-l)) 
+(k-2+n)xm+(n-l)(k-1)x,-,) 
(c) Since 4.x, = -n.& #ex,=i,(--n).q% Thus 
and if c~=C,“=,-, UiX,, b.a= (~~~,, ~~f,,,(-n)).q5=c, .4. 
(d) 
D 
Let CI = C;=, ai Y,, where ai E C for each i and x;=, ai = 0. Let 
= 1 and let D be the sum of all elements of length m in r which 
dz’not end withg’in element of group G, for q= 1,2, . . . . n. Then 
x,,, = D,,, + D,,, - 1 . Y, and 
Dq,m= f Di,m-1. Yi 
i=l 
ifq 
form2l.Also c=(k-2).Y,+(k-1)so 
i Di,~+Di,--~.Y,)-(C,aqYq) 
i= 1 
=I%+ f m~2 (&)“-‘(Jl $, ‘qDi,m-2’ yi’ yq) 
ifq 
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Since @.a=0 for any such a, d.a*=O implies (d.a*)*=a.+4=0. 
(e) Yi=(l/n)~,+(Yi-(l/n)~i); since 
Yi-fX, = q Yi-; ,f y,, 
J=l 
ifi 
4 . (Y, - (l/n) xi) = 0 by part (d). Thus ~5 . Yi = -4 = Yi. 4. In fact, 4 is the 
spherical function in the sense of [4], which corresponds to the isolated 
point -n in the spectrum of xi. 1 
THEOREM II. Let r= G, * G2 *. . . * G, be the free product of n groups 
each having finite order k > n. Then C,*,,(T) and Vrad(lJ are not maximal 
abelian. 
Proof Without loss of generality, let gc H, and let h = g + 
(-l/(k-l))Y,.Sinceg.Y,=Y,.g=Y,-g+l,h.Y,=Y,.h=-h.Let 
4 be as in Lemma 1, and let E,, = D&. Then 
-D,,Wl .h.E,,,-1+D,,,-,.h.El,.-,) 
Since no cancellation occurs in the products of the form D,,, . h. El,,, the 
restriction of 4 . h .b to length one is (k/(k - l))* . h so 4. h . # is clearly a 
nonzero, nonradial element of C,*(T). Since 4 . h .# . x 1 = x 1 . q5 .h .# = 
-n . (4 . h . d), C:,,(T) is not maximal abelian. 1 
4. THE MAXIMAL ABELIAN PROPERTY FOR n> k 
We use a modification of the technique developed by Pytlik in [6] in 
working with the free group on n generators. 
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Let K: L*(r) + L*(r) be the operator H(y)=y -2, --x1 .y for YEL*(ZJ 
and let R(lt6) be the norm closure of the range space of H. 
LEMMA 2. Let h E r, 1 hl 3 2 and suppose that h = a. z. 6, where a E Hi, 
b E Hi and a . z . b is an irreducible word. Then for m = 0, 1, . . . . 
(Di,;h-h.Ej&R(D6) (2) 
(Di,m.h.Yj- Y;.h.Ej,,)ER(K). (3) 
Proof: Equation (2) is trivial for m = 0, so assume m 3 1. Since 
D;,,.h-h-E,,,= $‘J (D;,m+I~y.h.Ej,~,y--l-Di,m--g.h’Ej,4) (4) 
q=l 
it suffices to show that Di,p+,.h.Ej,y-Di,p.h.Ej,4+1~R(~) forp, q>O. 
Since 
n-1 n-1 
x~.Dq,,= 1 1 Ys.K 
s=l r=o 
IZY 
n-1 n-l n-1 
= ,F, E, 
Y;Y,+(k-2) 1 y,+p* 
t=0 
S#l r+q 
=D,,+W-W,,+P*, 
and since D,,, = xI - D,,,- 1 . Y, yields x1 . D,,, = x,, + , + (k - 2) x,,, + 
b*x, _ 1 - x 1 . D,,, _ , . Y,, it follows from induction that 
XI . D,,, = Dq,r+ 1 +WWq,r+P2D,,,-, (5) 
for r > 1. The parallel identity 
&,,.a =&+I ++Wq,r+8*Eq,r-I (6) 
follows since E4,, = D&. Letp, q>O be fixed and let (Pr=Di,p+,.h.Ej,q+r 
for r 20. Then by identities (5) and (6), W(cp,) = cpI. x, -x1. cpr= 
(Di,p+r.h.Ej,q+,+l+DLp+r+l.h.Ej,q+r) + B*(Di,p+r.h.Ej,q+r-,- 
Di,p+r-1 .h.Ej,q+-r ) for r > 1. Let 0 < 6 c 1. Since the cardinality of D,,, is 
(n- l)‘-‘(k- l)‘=P*‘/(n- 1) for r> 1, Ilcp,l12=/?P+4+*‘/(n- 1) and the 
function l(ls = C,“=, (( 1 - S)/j?*)‘cp,. is contained in L*(r). Also 
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As a result, 
II~(~,)-(1-6)(Di,p+~‘h’Ej.4-Di.p’h 
62&s p4r+w+g+i) 
r=O 
( 2 1-6 )C 21 
P (n - 1)2 > 
= 2-p 
( 
2(p+q+l) 6 
(n+1)2 ‘2-6’ H ) 
which tends to 0 as 6 goes to 0. This proves (4) and thus (2) follows. 
For the proof of assertion (3), assume first that m 2 1. By the use of (5) 
and (6) and the fact that x1 = D,,i + Yi = E,,j + Yi, we have 
w(D,,,.h)=Di,,.h.El,i+Di,,.h.Yj-Di,,+l-h 
-(k-2)Di,m4-B2Di,,p,.h 
and 
By applying (2) to the sum of these two identities, we have 
Di,,.h.Yj-Yi.h.Ej,,E(Di,,.h.Ej,,-Di,,.h.Ej,1)+R(K). Using (4) 
repeatedly, we obtain Di,,.h.Ej,~-Di,,.h.Ej,l~R([M) and SO (2) is 
proved for m 2 1. Since K(h) = h . E,, j + h . Yj - D,,i. h - Yi . h, it follows 
from (2) that h.. Yj - Yj. h E R(W). Thus (3) is also true for m = 0. 1 
LEMMA 3. Let w E r, 1 WI 2 1, and assume that w does not start with 
an element of Hi and does not end with an element of H,. Then 
Y,.w-w. YjER(lK). 
Proof. Let a’ E Yi and b’ E Yj. By Lemma 3, part (2), with m = 0 and 
h=a’.w.b’, we havea’.w.b’. Yj- Y,.a’.w*b’ERM), and summing over 
all a’ E Yi and b’ E Yj gives Yi.w.c- Yf.w.Y,cR(K). Since 
c = (k - 2) Y, - (k - 1) for q = 1, 2, . . . . n, Lemma 3 follows. 1 
LEMMA 4. Let h = a. z. b be as in Lemma 2. Then 
(a) a-z-z.bE[(-l)“‘/(n-l)“)(a.z.Ej,,-Di,,.z.b)+R(K), 
(b) if n>k, then a.z-z.bER(K). 
Proof h. Yj+h=CbcEG,a.z.b’=a.z. Yj+a.z while Yi-h+h= 
c a’ E G, a’ . z . b = Yi. z . b + z. b, so by adding Eqs. (2) and (3) from Lemma 2 
we have 
(i) [Di;a.z.Yj- Y,.z.b.E,,] + [Di,,,.a.z-z.b.Ej,,] E 
R(H). 
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Let DED~,~ and let i(o) be the subindex of the group containing the first 
letter in u. By Lemma3, Yi,.u.a.z-u.a.z. Y,ER(H) for all i’#i(u). 
Averaging over all such i’# i(u), we have (l/(n - 1)) Di(vj,l. u .a .z- 
u . a. z . Yj~ R(K). Summing over all u E Di,m, it follows that 
(ii) (l/(n-l))Di,,+l~a~z-Di,,~a~z~Yj~R(K) and similarly 
that 
(iii) (l/(n-l))z.beEj,,,+,- Yj-z.b.Ej,,cR(K). 
Combining (i), (ii), and (iii) gives 
Thus (a) follows by induction on m. 
(b) Let Ym=(-l/(n-l))“(a.zeEj,,-Di,,.z.b). Then 
Thus if n > k, the sequence { 11 !P,,J *} is bounded and since Y,,, is supported 
on words of length m + 2, ( vl,, g) tends to 0 as m + 00 for all g E K 
Therefore Y converges weakly to 0 in L’(f) for n ak, and 
~~~-~~~ER(K)~~~~=R(K). 1 
COROLLARY 5. For afl x and ally in rsuch that 1x1 = 1 yl, x- PER 
when n 2 k. 
Prooj Let x and y be such that 1x1 = I yl = m. If x and y are of the form 
x=a.z and y=z.b, (7) 
where Ial = Ibl = 1 and a .z. b is irreducible, this is simply part (b) of 
Lemma 4. If not, a sequence (uO = x, ul, u2, . . . . uN = y exists such that each 
pair is related as in Eq. (7): if x = x, . x2 . . . . . x, and y = y1 . y, . . . . . ym, 
where for j = 1, 2, . . . . m, Xj and yj are elements of one of the Hi’s, we may 
simp1y1etu,=x,+,~x,+,~~~~~x,.y,~y2~~~~~y,f0r l<q<m-1 ifx, 
and y, are not in the same Hi. If x, and y, are in the same Hi, let ZE Hi 
for any j#i and let u1=x2.x3. ... .x,,,.z, u~=x~+,.x~+~. . . . .x,. 
z-y,*y,. ... .y,-, for 2<q,<m-1, and u,=z.yl. y,. . . . .ymPl. Thus 
x- y~R(06) by Lemma4. H 
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We are now in a position to prove our main theorem: 
THEOREM III. Let r= G, * G2 * ... * G, be the free product of n groups 
each having order k. Then if n 2 k, the radial C*-algebra C&,(T) and the 
radial von Neumann algebra Vrad(r) are maximal abelian in C,*(f) and 
V( IJ, respectively. 
Proof: Following Pytlik [6], suppose that @E L*(r) is such that 
W(Q) =O, and let x and y be such that 1x1 = I yl =m. By Corollary 5, 
x- ycR(K) and so there is a !PEL*(T) such that IjW(Y)-(x-y)ll,<e. 
Thus 0= (W(Q), Y) = (@, W(Y)) yields I(@, y-x)1 = I(@, W(Y)- 
(x-y))<~~11@11~ and so (@, y-x)=0 gives @EL&Jr). The maximal 
abelianness of C,+,,(T) and Vrad(r) is an immediate consequence. 1 
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